Inclusion Thought of the Week!
Week of July 6, 2015

Adapting Games & Activities
Games and Activities
Throughout the year, games and activities may be a part of meetings. At times, the thought of involving
members with disabilities in such activities can cause stress. This does not have to be the case. Games are
one of the most versatile forms of recreation and virtually any game can be modified to accommodate a
child with a disability. Some games provide physical activity while other games provide social interaction
and mental exercise. Regardless of the type of games or the outcome, all games provide the setting in
which an essential element of life is learned—Good Sportsmanship. Good sportsmanship is useful not
only in recreational activities but also in everyday life.
Through participation in games children with and without disabilities, learn to:
Take turns
Accept boundary limits
Accept defeat
Be eliminated according to rules
Be a leader
Respect the right of others

Make decisions
Observe rules
Cooperate
Get along with others
Try new skills
Improve old skills

Informal games are games that are played with a few simple rules. No one player is in the most active part
for very long. This may be very desirable when participants have mental or emotional disabilities.
How to Adapt Games
Persons with disabilities feel more comfortable if few changes are made in an activity. Adaptations should
suit ability, not disability. Encourage the youth with disabilities to suggest adaptations.
In general:
Substitute walking, wheeling, and rolling for running, skipping, and hopping.
Use bounce, roll, or underhand toss to replace throwing, catching, and batting.
Substitute sitting, kneeling, or lying down for standing.
Decrease distances in such activities as horseshoes, ring toss, and softball.
Reduce the size of the playing field, court, or area.

Visual resources!

Please take the time to ‘Like’ us on Facebook on our Inclusion Page!
Questions, comments, suggestions? Email or call the inclusion team:
Nicole Horton at nhorton@cambridgema.gov or Tiffany Lillie at tlillie@cambridgema.gov

